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Layer Hall effect in a 2D topological axion 
antiferromagnet

Anyuan Gao1, Yu-Fei Liu1, Chaowei Hu2, Jian-Xiang Qiu1, Christian Tzschaschel1, 
Barun Ghosh3,4, Sheng-Chin Ho1, Damien Bérubé1, Rui Chen5, Haipeng Sun5, Zhaowei Zhang6, 
Xin-Yue Zhang7, Yu-Xuan Wang7, Naizhou Wang6, Zumeng Huang6, Claudia Felser8, 
Amit Agarwal3, Thomas Ding7, Hung-Ju Tien9, Austin Akey10, Jules Gardener10, 
Bahadur Singh11, Kenji Watanabe12, Takashi Taniguchi13, Kenneth S. Burch7, David C. Bell10,14, 
Brian B. Zhou7, Weibo Gao6, Hai-Zhou Lu5, Arun Bansil4, Hsin Lin15, Tay-Rong Chang9,16,17, 
Liang Fu18, Qiong Ma7, Ni Ni2ಞᅒ & Su-Yang Xu1ಞᅒ

Whereas ferromagnets have been known and used for millennia, antiferromagnets 
were only discovered in the 1930s1. At large scale, because of the absence of global 
magnetization, antiferromagnets may seem to behave like any non-magnetic 
material. At the microscopic level, however, the opposite alignment of spins forms a 
rich internal structure. In topological antiferromagnets, this internal structure leads 
to the possibility that the property known as the Berry phase can acquire distinct 
spatial textures2,3. Here we study this possibility in an antiferromagnetic axion 
insulator—even-layered, two-dimensional MnBi2Te4—in which spatial degrees of 
freedom correspond to di!erent layers. We observe a type of Hall e!ect—the layer Hall 
e!ect—in which electrons from the top and bottom layers spontaneously de"ect in 
opposite directions. Speci#cally, under zero electric #eld, even-layered MnBi2Te4 
shows no anomalous Hall e!ect. However, applying an electric #eld leads to the 
emergence of a large, layer-polarized anomalous Hall e!ect of about 0.5e2/h (where e 
is the electron charge and h is Planck’s constant). This layer Hall e!ect uncovers an 
unusual layer-locked Berry curvature, which serves to characterize the axion insulator 
state. Moreover, we #nd that the layer-locked Berry curvature can be manipulated by 
the axion #eld formed from the dot product of the electric and magnetic #eld vectors. 
Our results o!er new pathways to detect and manipulate the internal spatial structure 
of fully compensated topological antiferromagnets4–9. The layer-locked Berry 
curvature represents a #rst step towards spatial engineering of the Berry phase 
through e!ects such as layer-speci#c moiré potential.

Ever since the first use of lodestone for navigation, magnetism has 
played a central role in fundamental research and technology devel-
opments. As we enter the quantum era, an important goal of modern 
condensed matter is to search for quantum magnets, where effects 
such as electronic correlations, symmetry breaking and the Berry phase 
interact with magnetism, leading to exotic phenomena that do not 
exist in conventional magnetic materials. Antiferromagnetism is an 
elementary yet fascinating type of magnetic order. Antiferromagnets 
are internally magnetic, but their zero net magnetization makes the 
magnetism externally invisible. Studies of the internal structures of 

quantum antiferromagnets have led to breakthroughs such as Mott 
insulators, high-critical-temperature superconductors, magnetoelec-
trics and antiferromagnetic spintronics10,11.

Compared with its important role in the areas above, antiferromag-
netism has not featured prominently in the field of topological materials. 
However, recent theoretical work2,3,9,12–20 has increasingly recognized this 
exciting prospect. Many topological phenomena that arise from the inter-
play between antiferromagnetism and topology have been proposed, 
including the condensed matter realization of axions (a dark matter can-
didate)21, the generation of dissipationless spin current in the absence 
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of a concomitant charge current14, and the presence of giant/quan-
tized magneto-electric and magneto-optoelectronic couplings12,15,16,19,20.  
Further integrating this new topological physics with spintronics could 
give rise to topological antiferromagnetic spintronics7, in which the stor-
age, transportation and manipulation of magnetic data could become 
much faster, more robust and energy-efficient.

To experimentally fulfil this potential, important questions remain 
to be answered, including how topology and Berry curvature are 
encoded in antiferromagnets and how they can be controlled. As 
discussed above, the primary characteristic of an antiferromagnet is 
its internal structure. This raises intriguing possibilities beyond the 
spontaneous anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in ferromagnetic systems, 
which measures the total Berry curvature22. We can ask whether the 
topology and the Berry phase can acquire distinct spatial structures2,3 
and whether such a spatially locked Berry phase will give rise to new 
kinds of Berry-curvature-induced Hall responses. Here we investigate 
these possibilities in even-layered MnBi2Te4 flakes.

In addition to charge, electrons can feature additional degrees of 
freedom such as spin, valley and layer. Encoding Berry curvature with 
these degrees of freedom can lead to new types of Hall effect. A primary 
example is the valley Hall effect (Fig.$1a), which has been realized in 
gapped graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides23. The layer 
Hall effect studied here is a new phenomenon in which electrons from 
the top and bottom layers deflect in opposite directions (Fig.$1b).

MnBi2Te4 has recently attracted great interest24–33, since it bridges the 
fields of topology, magnetism and two-dimensional (2D) van$der Waals 
materials. The basic building block of the crystal is a septuple layer (SL), 
which consists of seven atomic layers in the sequence Te–Bi–Te–Mn–Te–
Bi–Te. The lattice is built by stacking identical SLs separated by the van$der 
Waals gap. Its magnetic ground state is an A-type antiferromagnet, in 
which Mn spins within each SL are ferromagnetically aligned along the z 
axis but Mn spins between adjacent SLs are antiparallel. Moreover, a mag-
netic field along the z axis can drive the antiferromagnet to a spin-flop 
phase (%4 T) and then to a fully polarized ferromagnetic phase (%8 T)26,27. 
The magnetic and topological states of 2D MnBi2Te4 flakes can therefore 
be categorized into two types. The first kind is ferromagnetic or 
ferromagnetic-like, in which the 2D system has an unequal number of 
up-spin layers and down-spin layers and therefore features a global mag-
netization. These systems break the space-time PT  symmetry. In these 
ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic-like systems, pioneering work28–33 has 
reported large or quantized AHE. The second kind is the fully compensated 
antiferromagnet, in which the 2D system has an equal number of up-spin 

layers and down-spin layers. These systems preserve PT  symmetry. Pre-
vious research29,34,35 has prepared systems in which the condition for this 
phase is expected to occur and observed a highly insulating behaviour 
with zero Hall conductivity. However, the topological and Berry phase 
properties of the axion insulator have not been directly probed.

Layer Hall effect
We have fabricated high-quality, dual-gated MnBi2Te4 devices (Fig.$1c). 
The overall magnetic behaviour shows the expected phase diagram 
(Fig.$1d); The magnetic-field-induced ferromagnetic state is found to 
be a topological Chern insulator, as demonstrated by the vanishing 
longitudinal resistance Rxx and fully (100%) quantized Hall resistance 
Ryx (Extended Data Fig.$2b–d).

We now focus on the antiferromagnetic ground state. The longitu-
dinal resistance Rxx (Fig.$1e) as a function of the bottom gate voltage 
VBG peaks sharply, signalling insulating behaviour at charge neutrality. 
The Hall resistance Ryx (Fig.$1f) also features a clear sign-reversal at 
charge neutrality. We further study the magnetic field dependence of 
Ryx. As shown in Fig.$2a, the data show the absence of spontaneous AHE, 
revealing a vanishing total Berry curvature in even-layered MnBi2Te4. As 
such, the transport measurements above do not show distinct evidence 
for non-trivial topology or Berry curvature in the antiferromagnetic 
phase of 6SL MnBi2Te4 (that is, six sets of septuple layers). In fact, the 
observed diverging resistance and vanishing AHE are common behav-
iours of any non-magnetic semiconductor. A new experimental tuning 
parameter is needed to uncover the rich Berry curvature properties in 
this antiferromagnetic topological system.

We now explore the electric-field dependence of the antiferro-
magnetic phase. In the presence of$a finite electric field, we observe 
(Fig.$2b) that forward and backward scans become clearly separated 
in the antiferromagnetic phase, suggesting the emergence of a large 
AHE on application of the field. We now study how this AHE depends 
on electric field. Remarkably, we found (Fig.$2c) that the AHE flips sign 
as one reverses the direction of the electric field (see similar data in 
Extended Data Fig.$3a). This electric-field-reversible AHE represents 
a fundamental piece of evidence for the layer Hall effect.

We then study how the AHE depends on the charge density n. The 
AHE is found to show opposite sign depending on whether the sys-
tem is electron-doped or hole-doped (Fig.$3a). At charge neutrality, 
the AHE vanishes. With a smaller electric field (Fig.$3b), we observe a 
similar dependence on n, although the overall magnitude of the AHE 
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Fig. 1 | Basic characterizations of the 
antiferromagnetic six-SL MnBi2Te4. a, Illustration 
of the valley Hall effect. In certain non-magnetic 
quantum materials, such as gapped graphene and 
transition metal dichalcogenides, Berry curvature is 
locked to the K and K& valleys. Electrons in opposite 
valleys deflect in opposite directions, leading to the 
valley Hall effect. b, Illustration of the layer Hall 
effect. In the antiferromagnetic topological insulator 
state of even-layered MnBi2Te4, Berry curvature is 
locked to the top and bottom layers. Hence electrons 
in the top and bottom layers deflect in opposite 
directions, leading to the layer Hall effect. A bilayer 
system is shown for simplicity. c, Schematic drawing 
of our dual-gated devices. VBG, bottom gate voltage; 
VTG, top gate voltage. d, Longitudinal resistance Rxx as 
a function of temperature (T) and magnetic field (B). 
The magnetic states are indicated on the plot: AFM, 
antiferromagnetic; FM, ferromagnetic; SF, spin-flop; 
PM, permanent magnet. e,$f, Rxx and Ryx as a function 
of VBG in the antiferromagnetic phase at B$=$2 T.$CNP, 
charge-neutral point.
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is reduced. In sharp contrast, for the ferromagnetic-like, odd-layered 
MnBi2Te4, our data (Extended Data Fig. 8a,$b) show that the AHE remains 
the same sign in the hole-doped and electron-doped regimes, consistent 
with previous results8,28,36. The dependence on charge density of the 
electric-field-induced AHE in even-layered AFM MnBi2Te4, combined 
with the distinctly different behaviour in odd-layered ferromagnetic-like 
systems, provides important insights into its microscopic origin.

We further study the temperature dependence of the AHE. As shown in 
Extended Data Fig.$4b, at T$=$2$K, the AHE is pronounced. As we increase 
the temperature to 14$K, the AHE persists but weakens. As we further 
increase the temperature to be above the Néel temperature (TN$'$21$K), the 
AHE vanishes entirely. This temperature dependence demonstrates that 
the observed AHE is a unique response of the magnetically ordered state.

We analyse the observed electric-field-induced AHE from the sym-
metry point of view. It has been established that the AHE conductivity 
!AHE arises from the total Berry curvature integrated over all occupied 
states22: that is, (! "=AHE

occupied states
, where " is the Berry curvature. 

Importantly, both T  (time-reversal symmetry) and PT  (space-time 
symmetry) would force !AHE to vanish. Although all magnetic states 
break T , what is intriguing about the antiferromagnetic state in 
even-layered MnBi2Te4 is that its internal spin structure preserves PT . 
As a result: (1) in the absence of an$electric field, the PT  symmetry forces 
the momentum-integrated Berry curvature and therefore the AHE to 
vanish; (2) the application of an$electric field breaks PT , which leads 
to the emergence of a finite AHE; and (3) because the electric field pro-
vides the critical PT -breaking, flipping the electric field reverses the 
way in which PT  is broken, which, in turn, reverses the sign of the AHE. 
This symmetry analysis provides key evidence for the intrinsic nature 
(Methods; Supplementary Information sections$III and IV).

Layer-locked Berry curvature
For insights beyond the global symmetry analysis, we now examine the 
microscopic mechanism. As a starting point, a non-magnetic topologi-
cal insulator features massless Dirac fermions on its top and bottom 
surfaces (Fig.$3e). The inclusion of a magnetic order gaps these Dirac 
fermions, leading to giant Berry curvatures in each individual Dirac 
band (Fig.$3f). Owing to the combination of the A-type antiferromag-
netic spin structure and the even number of layers, the top and bot-
tom Dirac fermions experience opposite magnetizations and hence 
open up gaps in opposite fashion (Fig.$3f). As such, the Berry curva-
ture contributed by the top Dirac fermion exactly cancels out that 
contributed by the bottom Dirac fermion, giving rise to a layer-locked 
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Berry curvature. Interestingly, the electric field can strongly break 
the degeneracy between top and bottom surfaces: E$>$0 makes the 
contribution of the bottom layer dominant, whereas E$<$0 makes the 
contribution of the top layer dominant. In other words, the direction 
of the electric field allows us to selectively probe the contribution from 
one layer over the other.

We now further study the dependence on the charge density n.  
Note that the Berry curvature of the lowest conduction band and that 
of the highest valence band are of the same sign in our cases (Fig.$3g, 
Extended Data Fig.$5). Therefore, going from charge neutrality to the 
electron-doped regime, we add a certain "; going from charge neutral-
ity to the hole-doped regime, we remove the same ". Consequently, 
under the same electric field, the AHE in the electron-doped regime 
and in the hole-doped regime has opposite sign, which is consistent 
with our experimental observations in Fig.$3a,$b. We highlight that the 
sign-reversal with n is a unique signature of the layer Hall effect in  
the PT -symmetric antiferromagnetic topological insulator. By con-
trast, in ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic-like systems, the conduction 
and valence bands have opposite " (Extended Data Fig.$8), which 
naturally explains why the AHE has the same sign in both electron-doped 
and hole-doped regimes.

We now directly compute the band structure, Berry curvature and 
!AHE of 6SL MnBi2Te4 using first-principles calculations. As shown in 
Fig.$3c,$d, and in Extended Data Figs.$3c,$d and 6, our first-principles 
calculations display good agreement with our experimental data in key 
aspects including the overall magnitude of the !AHE and the sign-reversal 
of !AHE with respect to E and n.

Overall, our measurements with dual-gated devices provide a large 
parameter space, which allows us to compare them with theoretical 
analysis and calculations. The electric-field-reversible AHE, taken 

together with the layer selectivity of the electric field, provides strong 
evidence for the layer Hall effect and the layer-locked Berry curvature 
in MnBi2Te4. Notably, the layer Hall effect is already present at E$=$0, 
although it only manifests itself upon application of the electric$field.

Axion field manipulation
We now show that the layer-locked Berry curvature can be switched by 
driving the system between the opposite antiferromagnetic states 
(Fig.$4a). In ferromagnets, it is well known that magnetization can be 
switched by a magnetic field, and similarly, in ferroelectrics, electric 
polarization can be switched by an electric field. Interestingly, in our PT
-symmetric antiferromagnetic axion insulator system, neither a magnetic 
nor an electric field alone can accomplish the switching. Rather,  
Maxwell’s equations in MnBi2Te4 are expected to be strongly modified, 
with a new axion field term E BL $+ = ,e

hc2-

2
 (where c is the speed of light 

and $ is the axion angle)16,21 added to the Lagrangian (L)) of electrody-
namics. As a result, the antiferromagnetic order in the axion insulator 
state is expected to couple strongly to the axion E$!$B field10,21,37,38.

To verify the manipulation by the axion field E$!$B, we now examine 
the hysteresis observed in our data for Ryx versus B (for example, Fig.$4b) 
focusing on the two antiferromagnetic states. We first study the forward 
scan (red curve) in Fig.$4b. At B$'$)4$T, the system changes from the 
spin-flop phase to the antiferromagnetic phase. Because a constant, 
negative electric field is applied in Fig.$4b, at B$'$)4$T the system enters 
the antiferromagnetic phase with a positive E$!$B field (E$<$0 and B$<$0). 
This E$!$B field can favour one antiferromagnetic state over the other. 
Similarly, for the backward scan (blue curve), the system changes from 
the spin-flop phase to the antiferromagnetic phase at B$'$+4$T with a 
negative E$!$B, which favours the opposite antiferromagnetic state. 
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Therefore, owing to the finite E$!$B, the system transits from the spin-flop 
phase to a particular antiferromagnetic state.

We continue to discuss Fig.$4b. As described above, in the forward 
scan, the system enters the antiferromagnetic state I at B$'$)4$T due to 
a positive E$!$B field. On the other hand, as we move to the B$>$0 region, 
E$!$B turns negative, which favours state II. However, no sign of switch-
ing from state I to II is seen in the B$>$0 region, suggesting that E$!$B fails 
to reach the coercive field (E$!$B)c at any point before the system goes 
back to the spin-flop phase at B$'$+4$T. This allows us to make a predic-
tion: if we can repeat the measurement but apply a stronger electric 
field, then we can expect to reach the coercive field (E$!$B)c and hence 
induce a direct switching between the antiferromagnetic states I and 
II. Indeed, this is confirmed by the measurements shown in Fig.$4c, 
where direct switchings between the two antiferromagnetic states 
are observed. Therefore, we have demonstrated that the axion field 
E$!$B can switch between the antiferromagnetic states. This, in turn, 
manipulates the layer-locked Berry curvature, which is monitored by 
the layer Hall effect.

Such an axion field paves the way for versatile electrical manipulation 
of the antiferromagnetic states. In Fig.$4d, we fix the magnetic field 
at B$=$+1$T and scan the electric field back and forth. We observe clear 
hysteresis as a function of electric field, which shows a butterfly-like 
shape. This is because the layer-polarized AHE vanishes at E$=$0. As such, 
even though a distinct antiferromagnetic state is favoured for each 
scan, the two scans still overlap at E$=$0. By sweeping the electric field 
back and forth, repeatable switching is observed (Fig.$4e). Although 
our main goal here is to manipulate the layer-locked Berry curvature 
by the axion field E$!$B, electrical detection and control of the magnetic 
order by itself is at the core of modern research in spintronics, magne-
toelectrics and multiferroics10,11,39,40. Achieving this in the topological 
axion state in MnBi2Te4 is of great interest (see detailed discussion in 
Supplementary Information section$VI.7).

Discussion
Our observations suggest exciting future possibilities. First, the layer 
Hall effect uncovers a unique topological response of fully compen-
sated antiferromagnetic axion insulators, which can be used to dis-
tinguish them from other systems such as the valley Hall effect or the 
nonlinear Hall effect in non-centrosymmetric materials, as well as the 
AHE in ferromagnetic materials. Second, the layer Hall effect allows 
us to understand how the Berry phase manifests itself in a fully com-
pensated antiferromagnet with unique axion topology. Unlike known 
topological materials, the Berry curvature is found to acquire a spatial 
texture, paving the way for spatial engineering of Berry phase (Extended 
Data Fig.$1b) with exotic electromagnetic responses2,13,14,19,20. Third, our 
demonstration of the axion field E$!$B manipulation of the antiferromag-
netic states indicates strong magneto-electric coupling in even-layered 
MnBi2Te4. The magneto-electric coupling in MnBi2Te4 is expected to be 
dominated by the contribution from low-energy topological electrons, 
leading to the novel quantized axion coupling12,15,16 (see Supplementary 
Information sections$VI.5 and 6 for further discussion). Finally, the anti-
ferromagnetic domain walls in even-layered MnBi2Te4 are predicted to 
support 1D layer-specific topological modes2 (Extended Data Fig.$1a). 
Versatile control of the layer-locked Berry curvatures, as begun in our 
work, could have many applications in topological antiferromagnetic 
spintronics.
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Methods
Crystal growth
MnBi2Te4 is a newly discovered 2D van$der Waals magnetic mate-
rial24–33,41–45. Our bulk crystals were grown by two methods (Supple-
mentary Information section$I): the Bi2Te3 flux method27 and solid-state 
reaction method with extra Mn and I2. In the Bi2Te3 flux method, elemen-
tal Mn, Bi and Te were mixed at a molar ratio of 15:170:270, loaded into 
a crucible and sealed in a quartz tube under one-third atmospheric 
pressure of Ar. The ampule was first heated to 900.°C for 5 h. It was 
then moved to another furnace where it slowly cooled from 597.°C 
to 587.°C and was kept for one day at 587.°C. Finally, MnBi2Te4 were 
obtained by centrifuging the ampule to separate the crystals from the 
Bi2Te3 flux. In the solid-state reaction method, elemental form of Mn, 
Bi, Te and I2 were first mixed at a stoichiometric ratio of 1.5:2:4:0.5 and 
sealed in a quartz ampoule under vacuum. The sample was heated to 
900.°C in 24$h in a box furnace and kept at the temperature for over 
5$h to ensure a good mixture. The ampoule was then air quenched and 
moved to another furnace preheated at 597.°C, where it slowly cooled 
to 587.°C in 72 h and remained at the final temperature for two weeks.

Sample fabrication
To address the sensitive chemical nature of 2D MnBi2Te4 flakes, all fabrica-
tion processes were completed in an Ar environment without exposure to 
air, chemicals or heat. Specifically, the Ar-filled glovebox with O2 and H2O 
level below 0.01$ppm and a dew point below )96.°C was used. The glovebox 
was attached to an electron-beam evaporator, allowing us to make metal 
deposition without exposure to air. First, thin flakes of MnBi2Te4 were 
mechanically exfoliated from the bulk crystal onto O2 plasma-cleaned 
300-nm SiO2/Si wafers using Scotch tape. Second, the number of layers 
were determined by the optical contrast of the flakes. This method has been 
proven effective for a wide range of air-sensitive van$der Waals materials28,46 
including MnBi2Te4. Specifically, the optical contrast C = (Iflake$)$Isubstrate)/ 
(Iflake$+$Isubstrate), where I is the reflected light intensity, of MnBi2Te4 flakes  
with different thicknesses was first measured based on the optical 
images taken via a Nikon Eclipse LV150N microscope inside the glovebox 
(Extended Data Fig.$7). By extracting and averaging individual RGB values 
over each flake and substrate region, we obtained the optical contrast. 
Then the flakes were taken out of the glovebox so that the number of layers 
could be directly determined by atomic force microscopy. A one-to-one 
correspondence between the optical contrast and the number of layers 
was thus established. This process was repeated many times to ensure 
that the correspondence was reproducible and reliable (see data from dif-
ferent samples in Extended Data Fig.$7). For the flakes eventually selected 
to make devices, their thickness was determined by this optical contrast. 
After the transport measurements, their thickness was re-confirmed by 
atomic force microscopy or transmission electron microscopy (details in 
Supplementary Information section$V.1). Third, a high-resolution stencil 
mask technique47,48 was adapted. Specifically, the device contact pattern 
was written onto the exposed SiN membrane via photolithography and 
etched via reactive ion etching. This technique yields a resolution of 1 µm. 
The mask was subsequently held in place with vacuum suction cups and 
aligned onto the MnBi2Te4 crystal by a microscope. Fourth, the sample/
mask assembly was transferred to an e-beam evaporator for metal evapo-
ration without exposure to air. Fifth, a 20–50-nm BN flake was transferred 
onto the MnBi2Te4 flake as the top gate dielectric. A graphite gate was 
transferred onto the MnBi2Te4/BN heterostructure.

Electrical transport measurements with dual gating
Electrical transport measurements were carried out in a physical prop-
erty measurement system (PPMS, Quantum Design DynaCool). The 
base temperature was 1.65$K, and maximum magnetic field was 9$T. 
The magnetic field was applied along the out-of-plane direction. Lon-
gitudinal and Hall voltages were measured simultaneously by standard 
lock-in techniques. The gate voltages were applied by Keithley 2400 

source meters. In such dual-gated devices, as established by previous 
studies49,50, the charge density n and electric displacement field D$=$#E 
can be controlled independently by the combination of top and bottom 
gate voltages VTG and VBG. Specifically, the charge density n  
can be obtained from n V V h V V h= ( ) )/ + ( ) )/

# #
e

# #
eTG TG0 T BG BG0 B

0
hBN

0
SiO2 .  

The electric displacement field D can be obtained from D$ =$  
# V V h # V V h[ ( ) )/ ) ( ) )/ ]/2SiO

BG BG0 B
hBN

TG TG0 T
2 . .Here, # = 8.85 * 100

)12 F$m)1  
is the vacuum permittivity; VTG0 and VBG0 correspond to the gate volt-
ages for the resistance maximum, which is the charge neutrality with 
no electric field; #hBN$'$3 and # ' 3.9SiO2 $are the relative dielectric con-
stants for hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) and SiO2; hT and hB are the 
thicknesses of the top hBN layer and bottom SiO2 layers. To eliminate 
the mixing of Rxx and Ryx signals, the Ryx data in the main text are antisym-
metrized following conventions widely established in the community 
(Supplementary Information section$II)22. These Rxx and Ryx data allow 
us to obtain the carrier mobility using two independent methods, the 
field effect model and Hall effect model. Both methods consistently 
yield a carrier mobility ~1.1$*$103 cm2$V$s)1, which is among the highest 
reported in MnBi2Te4 (refs. 28–33).

First-principles calculations
First-principles band-structure calculations were performed using the 
projector augmented wave method as implemented in the VASP pack-
age51 within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) schemes. 
Monkhorst–Pack k-point meshes (8$*$8$*$4) with an energy cut-off of 
400$eV were adapted for the Brillouin zone integration of bulk MnBi2Te4. 
Experimentally determined lattice parameters were used. To treat the 
localized Mn 3d orbitals, we follow previous first-principles work24,52 
on MnBi2Te4 and used an onsite Coulomb repulsion U$=$5.0 eV. The 
Wannier model for the bulk structure was built using the Bi p and Te 
p orbitals53. Thin films were modelled by constructing slabs of finite 
thickness using bulk Wannier model parameters.

Demonstration of the layer Hall effect and excluding extrinsic 
origins
Extended Data Fig.$9 shows various unconventional Hall effects in quan-
tum materials. Apart from the AHE in ferromagnets, for all other uncon-
ventional Hall effects, one would expect zero net Hall voltage because 
there is an equal number of electrons deflected in opposite directions. 
Microscopically, the opposite deflection can be understood as two copies 
of electrons with opposite Berry curvatures locked to an additional degree 
of freedom (spin, valley or layer). Because of the cancellation between 
opposite valleys/spins/layers, to uncover the other unconventional Hall 
effects, one needs to selectively probe one valley/spin/layer over the 
opposite. We take the example of the valley Hall effect23. Circular light is 
needed to selectively probe the Berry curvature of one valley. However, 
the valley Hall effect is present irrespective of light.

In our experiments, electric field selectively probes one layer. With 
E$=$0, our data show !AHE$=$0; E > 0 selectively probes the bottom layer, 
and our data show !AHE > 0. E < 0 selectively probes the top layer, and our 
data show !AHE < 0 (assuming the electron-doped region). Therefore, our 
observation of the electric-field-reversible AHE shows that electrons of 
opposite layers deflect in opposite direction, thereby demonstrating 
the layer Hall effect. Crucially, the electric field is needed to uncover 
the layer Hall effect, but the layer Hall effect is present independent  
of E. Therefore, we conclude that we have observed the layer Hall effect 
in a fully compensated AFM with M$=$0.

We enumerate the key essential data, including the absence of the 
AHE without electric field, the emergence of the AHE on application 
of electric field, the AHE sign-reversal with respect to electric field, its 
unique charge density dependence, its temperature dependence and 
its sharp contrast with respect to the AHE in odd-layered systems. These 
data are crucial for excluding various extrinsic effects. For instance, 
defects and inhomogeneities formed during crystal growth may cause 



one particular Mn-layer to have a much stronger (or weaker) magnetiza-
tion than the other Mn layers, thereby breaking the full compensation 
between up-spins and down-spins. This would lead to a finite magnetiza-
tion and in turn a spontaneous AHE. However, the sign of the AHE in a 
ferromagnet is uniquely tied to the direction of the global magnetization, 
which cannot be significantly altered or switched by an out-of-plane 
electric field. Our systematic data also allow us to distinguish the layer 
Hall effect from the AHE in multilayered ferromagnets (for example 
synthetic antiferromagnets). For the multilayered ferromagnets, within 
a fixed magnetic state, the AHE is found to be independent of the electric 
field54,55. By contrast, in our system, within a fixed antiferromagnetic 
state, the layer Hall effect is observed to change markedly with the electric 
field. In Supplementary Information section$V.3, we present additional 
measurements directly probing the magnetism to demonstrate the 
fully compensated antiferromagnetism in our even-layered MnBi2Te4.

Topology and Berry phase in even-layered MnBi2Te4 and the PT  
symmetry
The axion insulator is a new type of antiferromagnetic topological insula-
tor. We can understand the formation of the axion insulator phase step 
by step. (1) Starting from a conventional nonmagnetic insulator, the system 
turns into a Z2 topological insulator with Dirac surface states by going 
through a band inversion. (2) Next, a particular type of antiferromagnetic 
order is turned on, which gaps out all surface states. The top and bottom 
surface states are gapped with opposite magnetization. As a result, the 
axion insulator features large, layer-locked Berry curvature.

The exact cancellation between the top and bottom surfaces is guar-
anteed by the PT  symmetry. Breaking PT  by applying an electric field 
causes an imbalance between the two surfaces, leading to important 
consequences. First, the imbalance of Berry curvature directly gives 
rise to the electric-field-induced Hall effect. The direction of the elec-
tric field determines which layer has a dominant contribution. There-
fore, by controlling the direction of the electric field, we can selectively 
probe the Berry curvature from one layer over the opposite. This is our 
observation of the layer Hall effect. Second, the imbalance of Berry 
curvature also leads to the electric-field-induced magnetization (the 
topological magneto-electric effect).

We provide an intuitive picture: the Berry curvature serves as an 
effective magnetic field, under which the electron Bloch wavefunc-
tion rotates. This rotation generates an emergent magnetization. 
Because the top and bottom surfaces have opposite Berry curvature, 
they also have opposite orbital magnetization. Therefore, breaking the 
balance gives rise to a net magnetization. Thanks to this topological 
magneto-electric effect, we achieved control of the antiferromagnetic 
order using the axion field.

Unconventional Hall effect versus Berry curvature versus 
magnetization
One can study and understand unconventional Hall effects (for exam-
ple, Hall effects without magnetic field) from two independent perspec-
tives: Berry curvature and magnetization. The perspective of Berry 
curvature allows us to understand unconventional Hall effects in both 
magnetic and non-magnetic materials in a unified picture (Extended 
Data Fig.$9). This includes the AHE22 in ferromagnets and AHE antiferro-
magnets4–6, the spin Hall effects56 in heavy metals, the valley Hall effect23 
and nonlinear Hall effect57 in non-centrosymmetric materials, and the 
layer Hall effect in fully compensated axion insulator systems. For the 
AHE, one would expect a finite Hall voltage because electrons deflect 
towards the same direction. By contrast, for all other unconventional 
Hall effects, one would expect zero net Hall voltage because there is 
an equal number of electrons deflected in opposite directions. Micro-
scopically, the opposite deflection can be understood as two copies of 
electrons with opposite Berry curvatures locked to an additional degree 
of freedom (spin, valley or layer). In the Berry curvature perspective, 
there are two contributions, the intrinsic Berry curvature contribution, 

and the extrinsic skew scattering and side jump contributions. In topo-
logical systems, the Berry curvature contribution usually dominates.

On the other hand, from the perspective of magnetism, researchers 
have extensively discussed the relationship between AHE and mag-
netization. In ferromagnets, one has % R B R µ M= +H 0 s 0 , where %H is the 
Hall resistivity, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, and R0 and Rs are the 
coefficients with respect to the magnetic field B and magnetization M. 
On the other hand, in AHE antiferromagnets, one has % R B R µ M= + +H 0 s 0 $ 
%H

AFM (ref. 5), where R0B is the conventional Hall effect induced by the B 
field, R µ Ms 0 $is the AHE induced by magnetization M, and %H

AFM is the 
AHE arising from the antiferromagnetism. In Supplementary Informa-
tion section$V.3, we provide data to demonstrate that the electric-field 
induced AHE in 6SL MnBi2Te4 is independent of B and M. We provide 
some further clarifications.

First, these two perspectives are independent: whether the AHE 
depends on M does not determine whether the AHE arises from Berry 
curvature. For instance, for ferromagnetic topological materials,  
we have both (! "=AHE

occupied states
 (the AHE is dominated by Berry 

curvature) and % R µ M=H s 0  (the AHE depends on the magnetization  
at B$=$0). On the other hand, for AHE antiferromagnets4–6, we have 

(! "=AHE
occupied states

 (the AHE is dominated by Berry curvature) and 
% R µ M %= +H s 0 H

AFM , % R µ MH
AFM

s 0!  (the AHE is nearly independent of 
the magnetization at B$=$0).

Second, the AHE cannot be treated as a direct, quantitative measure-
ment of magnetization. For a given system, by measuring !AHE, one cannot 
know the magnitude of M or its absolute direction (for example, z+  ̂versus 

z) )̂. For example, although in ferromagnets we have % R µ M=H s 0 , we can-
not quantitatively measure M from %H in a universal way because the coef-
ficient Rs is not universal. R can strongly vary as one changes from one 
material to another. For example, ref. 58 studied two isostructural ferro-
magnetic Heusler compounds, Co2VGa and Mn2CoGa. Although they have 
very similar M values, Co2VGa shows large AHE but Mn2CoGa shows nearly 
zero AHE. In other words, the Rs values for Co2VGa and Mn2CoGa are very 
different although they share an identical crystal structure and have 
similar M values. Even within the same material, Rs is theoretically expected 
to depend on the charge density. For instance, the AHE is expected to 
vanish identically inside the bandgap of a semiconductor (without Chern 
number), but M does not have such a constraint. Experimentally, investi-
gation of this requires simultaneous measurements of electrical transport 
and magnetization in a material where electrostatic gating is feasible. This 
is technically challenging and deserves future effort.

Third, while the AHE cannot be treated as a direct, quantitative meas-
urement of magnetization M, the AHE and the M do have identical sym-
metry properties. Therefore, in any metallic system, the AHE and the 
M always appear/disappear together.

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of 
this study are available from the corresponding authors upon reason-
able request.$Source data are provided with this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Spatial engineering of Berry curvature. a, Topological axion domain wall constructed by the axion field E$!$B. b, Spatially modulated Berry 
curvature moiré superlattice enabled by a MnBi2Te4-twisted hBN heterostructure59.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Topological Chern insulator state in MnBi2Te4.  
a, Microscope image of the 6SL MnBi2Te4 device presented in the main text. The 
circuit for our transport measurements is noted. b,$c, Longitudinal R xx (c) and 

transverse (Hall) resistance Ryx (b) as a function of VBG and B. d, R xx and Ryx versus 
VBG at )9 T.



Extended Data Fig. 3 | Electric field dependence of the layer Hall effect in 
6SL MnBi2Te4. a, The AHE conductivity ! xy

AHE as a function of electric field.  
The charge density n is set in the hole-doped regime (n$=$)1.4$*$1012 cm)2).  
b, Same as a but n is set in the electron-doped regime (n$=$+1.5$*$1012 cm)2).  

c,$d, First-principles calculated AHE conductivity ! xy
AHE as a function of electric 

field. c, Fermi level is set in the valence band ()10 meV). d, Fermi level is set in 
the conduction band (+30 meV).
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Temperature-dependent measurements of 6SL 
MnBi2Te4. a, Temperature-dependent R xx data showing the Néel temperature 
TN. b, Ryx versus B measurements at different temperatures. Data at different 

temperatures are offset by 4 k/ for visibility at electric field 0.6 V$nm)1. c, AHE 
resistance as a function of temperature.



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Schematic electronic structure and Berry curvature of even-layered MnBi2Te4. a,$b, Same antiferromagnetic state under opposite 
electric$fields. c,$d, Opposite antiferromagnetic states under the$same electric field.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | First-principles calculated band structures. a–e, Calculated band structures of 6SL antiferromagnetic MnBi2Te4 for different theoretical 
electric fields ETHY.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Optical contrast of the MnBi2Te4 flakes. a, Lower 
panel, optical image of few-layer flakes of MnBi2Te4 exfoliated on SiO2 
substrate. Upper panel, lattice of one SL MnBi2Te4. b, Optical contrast  
C = (Iflake$)$Isubstrate)/(Iflake$+$Isubstrate) as a function of number of layers, which was 
independently determined by atomic force microscope. This process was 

repeated on many samples (each symbol in the figure represents an 
independent sample) to ensure a reproducible and reliable correspondence 
between C and layer number (see$Methods and Supplementary Information 
section$V.1 for details).
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Experimental data and microscopic picture for 
odd-layered MnBi2Te4. a,$b, The AHE for 5SL MnBi2Te4. In contrast to 6SL, the 
AHE in 5SL does not change sign as one tunes the charge density from the 
hole-doped regime to the electron-doped regime. Data at different n are offset 
by 200$µS for visibility. c–f, In an odd-layered antiferromagnetic system, the 

top and bottom Dirac fermions experience the same magnetizations and hence 
open up gaps in the same fashion. As such, conduction and valence bands have 
the opposite Berry curvature. Therefore, the AHE remains the same sign in the 
hole-doped and electron-doped regimes. This conclusion is independent of E.



Extended Data Fig. 9 | Unconventional Hall effects in a wide range of 
quantum materials. a, The AHE in ferromagnets induced by the total Berry 
curvature. b, The valley Hall effect in gapped graphene and transition metal 
dichalcogenides induced by the valley-locked Berry curvature. c, The spin Hall 

effect in heavy metals induced by spin-locked Berry curvature. d, The layer Hall 
effect in the AFM axion state in even-layered MnBi2Te4 induced by layer-locked 
Berry curvature.


